
TThe leafy streets of Walkerville are 
home to some of Windsor’s most 
stately and historic residences. 
And the latest chapter in one 
of the Romanesque revival 
townhomes built by Hiram Walker 
for the managers who worked at 
his distillery would captivate its 
previous inhabitants. Under the 
careful and creative stewardship of 
current owner, Jayne Lesansky, the 
red brick house literally glows with 
charm, colour and personality.

THIS PAGE: The landscaping by The Bloomin’ Gardener makes 
the exterior living as beautiful as the interior. Each of the multiple 
sitting areas offers a different experience. OPPOSITE: The 
charming townhouse dates to the 1880s and once housed Hiram 
Walker executives.
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Jayne grew up in South Windsor but was always drawn to 
Walkerville’s ambience. “My wedding was one of the first to be held at 
Willistead,” she recalls. “And over the years I spent many weekends at 
Art in the Park. The neighbourhood has always called to me.”

A decorating enthusiast, Jayne renovated and decorated several 
homes before acquiring the beguiling corner property on Devonshire 
Road. She originally purchased the house next door and, working 
with Megan Cooper and Melissa Woodrow from Lionheart 
Home Collection, she set about putting her own stamp on the 
heritage property. As fate would have it, however, a welcome-to-
the-neighbourhood call from the woman across the street had Jayne 
changing directions more quickly than she could have imagined. “My 
neighbour arrived with a bottle of wine and we realized we had gone to 
high school at the same time,” Jayne says. When she and her husband 
decided to move I knew I had to buy their place.” 

In less than a year, Jayne sold the original larger home, moved into 
the 1,800 sq. ft. semi and began working her magic. Decorating for Jayne 
is an avocation. She is a creative savant – with a true sense of original 
style. Nothing in her home is cookie cutter – from the framed Picasso 
and Kandinsky print silk scarves, to the bright orange wall and the 
wallpapered closets. 

The house’s overwhelming charm begins with its French blue front 
door and artful plantings. Just to the left of the entryway, the sitting 
area overlooks the street and is furnished with a pair of antique “Mr. 
and Mrs. chairs” that Jayne discovered in her local antique shop Cow 
Sang Row Studio and had reupholstered and painted by Lionheart. 
Two additional tub chairs (Lionheart) upholstered in distressed 
orange suede form a cosy grouping that invites conversation – as 
does the art that adorns every space. The gold and white sculptural 
eggs that accent one wall of the sitting area are one of Lionheart’s 

LEFT: The front door is painted 
a perfect shade of French blue. 
RIGHT: Homeowner Jayne Lesansky 
(centre) with Megan Cooper and 
Melissa Woodrow of Lionheart 
Home Collection. OPPOSITE: The 
sitting area is a feast for the eyes.
 

“I ALWAYS TRY
AND BRING

COLOUR INTO MY
HOMES.”

Continued on page 27
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REPLACING THE HARDWARE
IN THE KITCHEN PROVIDED
AN IMMEDIATE UPDATE TO
THE 80s CABINETRY.

favourite pieces and one that Jayne “truly 
appreciated,” says Megan. 

The formal living area switches tone from 
sublimely witty to slightly more elegant. The 
round sunburst gold-toned mirror, the tufted 
cushions and the black and white colour 
scheme are refined yet fun. The wool animal 
print area rug is a unifying element, tying in 
the natural hide rug in the sitting area. The 
sofa is upholstered in a white linen fabric with 
arresting black and cream herringbone inlays. 

In the dining room, a bold black and white 
striped pearlized wallpaper takes centre stage. 
“I normally know that Jayne will do something 
unusual and bold,” laughs Megan. “And she 
outdid herself in this house. Everywhere you 
look there is something amazing to see.”

The kitchen is primarily white. “I needed 
to do very little in here,” Jayne says. “These 
are the existing cabinets from the 80s. I just 
updated them with new brass hardware, 
and had Frank Cremasco of Cremasco 
Fine Cabinetry custom build a display 
cabinet where an alcove used to be, as well 

as cabinetry to camouflage the refrigerator.” 
But true to form, Jayne painted one wall in a 
fresh shade of orange sherbet after she saw 
an orange vase she loved at Lionheart, “The 
kitchen was inspired by a vase and a Hermès 
box,” she laughs. The popsicle wall is further 
jazzed up by a gloriously cheerful painting 
that puts the “pow” in powerful – which is 
the best way to describe the colour’s impact. 
“I don’t know why people don’t venture away 
from beige,” Jayne says with a smile. “When 
you look in nature there are colours and 
flowers everywhere. So why live in a house 
that has no colour? I always try to bring colour 
into my homes.” 

The house has three floors and ceilings that 
slope dramatically in the upstairs bedrooms. 
Jayne has transformed the exposed brick of 
the staircase wall into an eclectic gallery that 
showcases her carefully curated art collection. 
Many of her pieces were acquired from local 
artists during Art in the Park. Some were 
brought back from her travels. Some were 
picked up from street artists in New York. 

The living room is a mix of antique and new accessories. A leather bench 
from Lionheart serves as a coffee table. The numbered giclée is by Persian 
artist Hessam Abrishami. ABOVE: The coral-like light fixture from Arteriors 
and the gold and black latticework chairs are available through Lionheart. 
The collection on the table comprises green gold and turquoise pieces from 
Jonathan Adler and a Girl of the Sea sculpture from Lionheart.

The popsicle orange wall 
and pop art may give the 
kitchen a definite personality 
but the crisp white colour 
scheme provides the 
perfect backdrop. The new, 
brushed-gold hardware 
(Joe’s Woodcraft of Windsor 
Ltd.) provided an immediate 
update. The fridge and 
dishwasher are from the 
Lighting Boutique and 
Appliance Shoppe. Gold 
faucets are from Windsor 
Factory Supply (WFS Ltd.). 
The quartz backsplash is from 
Granite Design Works.

Continued on page 28
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She sees artistic possibilities everywhere and has framed everything 
from silk scarves to shopping bags. “I work with International Art 
Designs in LaSalle for the framing,” Jayne says. “They do an absolutely 
amazing job and sometimes the frame is what absolutely makes the art. 
The Kandinsky scarf in the dining room is a good example of how we 
worked together to come up with a beautiful presentation.”

Jayne’s bedroom is exquisitely calm. “I knew I wanted to do 
cream and black,” she says. “I went to Lionheart and told them I 
wanted a padded cream headboard and a black accent wall. I had the 
gorgeous flower wall sculpture and wondered if it would work as our 
jumping off point.”

In a house that’s filled with so much history, it isn’t surprising that 
it also contains a few surprises of its own. When Jayne moved in, the 
previous owners handed her a folder of love letters that were discovered 
in the house. Written in beautiful penmanship with slightly fading 
fountain pen ink, the letters speak of an illicit love affair, and, according 
to Jayne, will always “stay with the house.”

Come autumn, Jayne plans to gather her friends together to 
celebrate the home’s history, contemplate its long-gone lovers and toast 
her long held desire to come home to Walkerville.  OH 

LEFT: At first the homeowner didn’t know what to do with this tiny room 
under the eaves. “I had a vision that came to me to make it a sitting room,” 
she says. “I searched high and low to find a chaise long enough and I found it 
at Essex Home Furnishings.” Nesting tables are from Cow Sang Row Studio. 
BELOW: The exposed bricks of the staircase serve as a gallery wall for the 
many treasures the homeowner has collected on her travels. BOTTOM: Master 
bedroom bedding is from Beddazzle Bedroom and Bathroom Studio. Framed 
note cards from Greece hang over the windows. The matelassé-covered chaise 
is from Lionheart as is the Australian lambswool sheepskin rug.

The f ile of lost love letters came with 
the home and wil l be passed on from 
one homeowner to the next.
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